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to the Peshwah, and in the face of the Maliratta prince's
rights, hoisted their flag therein, as sovereigns, they not only
assented to, but positively asserted, that which they so often
afterwards denied—the sovereign rights of the local chieftains
Thirteen years afterwards, however, when the jurisdiction of
the Rawul of Bhownugger in the pergunnah of Gogo, now
ceded to them by the Mahrattas, was in question, they en-
deavoured to prove by laboured but untenable historical
arguments, that that chief had been entitled to exercise no
jurisdiction therein    The general question was confused by
an unnecessary and impracticable attempt to maintain it as
a fact that the state of subordination which we wished to
establish had actually existed under the now fallen govern
ments of the Mohummedans and the Mahrattas    Upon this
point the preceding pages will enable the reader to form his
own opinion    Perhaps he will agree with us that * the hand
' of conquest' had not reached so far as was now maintained,
and that the Bhoomeea chiefs, though rendered tributary,
had many of them preserved their local authority   We cannot,
however, regard the Rajpoot chiefs in the light of ' sovereign
* princes,' at least in any sense of that term which would not
be equally applicable to the Celtic chiefs of the Scottish High-
lands, nor do we regard the annulment of their seigneurial
lights as in itself an act of injustice, any more than we so
regard the abolition of the heritable jurisdictions in Scotland
The Sultans of Ahmedabad, and still more the Emperors of
Delhi, exercised a supremacy over the Hindoo princes perhapp
at least as great as was ever maintained by the House of
Stuart in Cromarty or in Argyle    And m the prosperous days
of Unhilpoor there can be no doubt of the supreme power of
the sovereign
It is at least manifest that the feudal power of the local
chiefs within the British territory could not have been long
preserved , it was not in Goozerat alone, of the provinces of
Hindoostan, that the banner of the golden leopards was dis-
played in assertion of sovereignty , and when the descendants
of SeevajeeandofTemioor had alike succumbed, it was not to be
expected that a greater antiquity in then title, or a still more
evident inferiority In thek power should long preserve others.

